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trasting Notes
We had a wonderful turn out to our first
meeting of the new season on Wednesday, September
2nd at the Wild Rose Brewery. 55 people were in
attendance. There was some regular club business to
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New Malt Challenge:
Canada Malting offers up a new
club competition

care of, including the signing up 9 new members!
Welcome to the club! Kyla Lalonde was helping out
with the paperwork and the fees, a daunting task in our
ever growing organization. Thank you Kyla!

Wile Rose Wort Challenge
Results: Awards given in 3
categories: Most Commercially
Viable, Most Creative and Fan
Favourite

Dave Neilly spoke briefly about our new club

competition in conjunction with Canada Malting.
The Canada Malting Challenge will see all-grain

brewers taking home identical packages of ingredients,
12
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including a recipe, and entering their creations for

Beer ~ravelers: Jamie, Joy and
Jason visit Northern Ontario

judging two months later. This is very exciting news
as it counterpoints our summer Wort Challenge with

Surly Brewing
A big new brew from Minnesota

an autumn Malt Challenge. A sign up is on the
website, brewers can pick up their packages at our
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Homegrown Hops
by Sarah Elton

next regular meeting on October 7th. See rules and
details on Page 9.
Corey Clayton was up next with an

Recipe: Porter-braised pulled
pork from Beerbistro

informative talk about proper yeast propagation, which
led to many questions and much discussion.
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New Pub in Wentworth, S.W.
Fergus and Bix reviewed
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Dogfish Head Brews now in
Calgary, tasted by fezz
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The Beerbistro Cookbook
Michael Nazarec flips through
the ul tima te beer cookbook
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September 2nd's-meeting was also the 2nd anniversary of
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With Clare absent from our

our club, and how we've grown - from 3 founding

September meeting, Janet

members sitting in the Taproom, to over 130 today.

M' arner stepped up to the

Alas, we are losing one of our founding fathers. Brian

plate and brought in the tasty

Read is moving on to greener pastures in Grande Prairie,
and so Michael Nazarec commended Brian for his
mentoring, enthusiasm and participation in setting up and
helping run the club, then Dave Neilly presented hiJ with
a basket of beer from Willow Park as a thank you and as a
parting gift. Brian was also our Treasurer from Day One.
Those duties have been passed on to Neil Bamford. Brian,
you will be missed.

treats that turned out to be
I

some of Brian Read's fave
snacks: spicy chorizo sausage
and aKa cheese served with
Tzatziki and crunchy
crackers. Thank you Janet!

Also presented that evening was a gift basket for one of the
Yeast WRanglers favourite bartenders - Andrew, who
married Lindsey recently, and had just arrived back from
Next up was the tasting and voting for the Fan

their honeymoon. Andrew has been the evening bartender

Favourite portion of the Wild Rose Wort Challenge.

for every Yeast WRangler meeting we can remember,
serving up WR brews before, during and after our

13 entries were vying for the taste buds of the crowd,

Wednesday night get togethers. Congratulations Andrew!

and quite a variety too; choke cherry stout, Caribbean
kolsch, scotch ale and a raspberry weizenbock to name
just a few. In the end though, the vote was no contest,

Dennis Ward's excellent ale won the day with more
votes than anyone.
Congratulations Dennis!
See details and all the results of our Wort Challenge
winners on Page 10.

Both baskets contained the following amazing beers from
Willow Park: Dogfish Head Midas Touch
St Bemardus ABT-12 60th Anniversary
Gouden Carolus Cuvee Van de Keizer
Les Trois Mousquetaires Dopplebock
Unibroue Cassis Ephemere
Charlevoix la Dominus Vobiscum Double
Charlevoix la Dominus Vobiscum Blanche
Lagunitas Hop Stoopid Sonoma Farmhouse

MN
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Thursday, July 16,2009
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•

a few valued members are unable to make

that date due to other commitments;
•

Wednesdays are starting to get busy in the

Taproom, so our group becomes a bit of an added
pressure on WR staff.

In attendance: fezz, Dave, Corey, Neil, Clare
Regrets: Brian, Hans, Darren

One suggestion is to move our meetings to the first
Monday. This would allow those "conflicted"

Executive Elections

members to attend regularly, and Mondays are
currently the slowest night in the Taproom so it

There was much discussion around whether annual

would make some sense.

elections for CTYW executive positions should be
held, or if these roles should remain as unelected,

However, we agreed that changing to a Monday

volunteer positions.

could create conflict problems for other members
and that, ultimately, it would be impossible to pick a

The main concern is the CTYW becoming too

day where no one has any conflicts, so changing

bureaucratic and political, and we agreed that elections

meeting dates for the convenience of a handful of

would do just that.

members is not really feasible. For the remainder of
this year, therefore, CTYW meetings will stay on

The job descriptions we recently wrote will be a

the first Wednesday of every month, and we can

valuable tool if and when new executive members are

revisit the issue in January.

required. Until that time, executive members will
remain as is: volunteers (or dragooned volunteers!)

Our biggest issue is not so much what day of the

forever and ever, or until someone has to move, or just

week we meet, as it is our ever-expanding

plain gets fed up.

attendance figures. While there is some leeway for
CTYW as we are in the brewery itself, our

We also agreed it would be a good idea for the

increasing numbers may mean our decision is not

executive to start off every year with a presentation to

when to hold the meeting but where. As of now, we

the membership outlining the past year's achievements

don't really have a viable solution.

and the current year's goals.
June's meeting, for example, hit a record 60 people
Corey will include time on the agenda at January's

in attendance. This was viewed as pretty much

meeting for this presentation.

maximum capacity for a meeting at the Brewery.

Monthly CTYW

Meetin~ Dates

The executive will monitor attendance numbers for
the remainder of 2009 and try to develop some

Suggestions have been made that we should we move

contingency plans in the event we simply can't

the date from the first Wednesday of every month?

remain at WR, though remaining, of course, would

Current challenges to first Wednesdays are:

be preferred.

Membership Fees
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Action Items:

Corey to gather information on
Should they go up? We decided to defer any decision

becoming a non-profit organization for review at

about fees until December when our books close for

next exec meeting

the fiscal year and we have a clear picture of our
financial standing.

Neil and Darren to investigate the
possibilities and costs of on-line renewals and sign
up for review at next exec meeting

Also for consideration at that time are new funding
opportunities that may become available should

Andrew Gets Married

CTYW become a non-profit organization. Corey is
still looking into the possibilities here and will get us

The CTYW bought our regular Wednesday night

some information to review.

bartender Andrew and his lovely wife Lindsey a gift
basket from Willow Park that was presented them at

This discussion lead to a couple of other membership

our meeting in September, when they got back from

fee-related items:

their honeymoon. It was surprise!

•

Membership period: Membership fees will

Brian

Movin~ to

Grande Prairie!

continue to cover the period from January to
December, with a lower-cost half-year memberships

Alas, he leaves us. Founding member and long time

beginning in July.

treasurer Brian Read is moving on. Sad as this is, it
was a good excuse for a party. Brian's farewell was

•

Waiver for exec: Should membership fees be

at the Taproom on August 26th, with many friends

waived for executive members? Nah. We get enough

and fellow members attending. Dave made a 30L

when Dave buys us beer at executive meetings.

special cask to mark the celebration. Brian was
presented with a club t-shirt signed by all present. It

•

On-line sign-up: Is there a possibility of, or

was his birthday that Wednesday too.

desire for, CTYW to develop on-line membership
renewal and sign-up? It was generally felt that, for

New Treasurer

now, handling sign-ups and renewals at meetings is
still the best way to go. Reasons include a concern

As Brian has resigned, Neil Bamford has stepped

about the costs of setting up a PayPal account, and

forward to assume the responsibilities of Treasurer

the potential for abuse by members who sign up only

for the club.

to get a card to access discounts with sponsors.

•

New sign-up maven: With Brian's departure,

we need to assign someone to handle new
memberships and renewals at meetings. Suggestions
were made that Kyla Lalonde could do this. She has
graciously accepted.

by Clare Stanfield
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The American Idyll- Part 1

by Roger Marler

At the east end of Logan Pass it was just a short cruise to
Whitefish, and their GREAT NORTHERN

Road trips are often spawned from idle bar conversation',
and this was the case for Johnnie McCormack, Michael

BREWERY. A flight of 7 of their beers cost just $10,

and each beer was quite wonderful:

Willis, and me as we planned ajourney to Portland,
Oregon to take part in the OREGON BREWERS'
FESTNAL (OBF). This, the first of three parts to the

story, covers the drive to and from Portland and the
handful of breweries and brew pubs we enjoyed along the
way. Part 2 will deal with the OBF itself, while Part 3
will explain the brewpubs we visited in Portland.

WILD HUCKLEBERRY

Fruit Beer:

11 IBUs, 4.6% ABV, Aurora hops, Lager yeast
WHEATFISH

American Hefeweizen: 13

IBUs, 4.75% ABV, Aurora & Cascade hops, Lager yeast
BUCKIN' HORSE

Bohemian Pilsner:

27 IBUs, 5.1 ABV, Czech Saaz & Aurora hops, Lager
yeast

GOING THERE

American ESB:

BIG FOG ESB

46 IBUs, 6.0% ABV, Pilgrim, Aurora & German
The OBF is held annually over 4 days of the last weekend
in July; it starts Thursday and wraps up Sunday.
Therefore, having calculated 3 days of leisurely driving
each way, we set off early Tuesday morning planning to
wheel into our Portland hotel some time Thursday
afternoon.

Tettnang hops, American Ale yeast
HIGHLANDER

Seasonal Scottish Export

80/-: 19 IBUs, 4.6% ABV, East Kent Goldings hops,
American Ale yeast
FRED'S BLACK LAGER

German Schwarzbier:

28 IBUs, 4.9% ABV, Aurora & German Tettnang hops,
Lager yeast

After breakfast in Millarville, we headed due south
through Longview, to cross the border into Montana and
the first of 10 consecutive days of 35° Celsius. A right

GOING TO THE SUN IPA American IPA

41 IBUs, 5.7% ABV, Cascade, Pilgrim & Tettnang hops,
American Ale yeast

tum at St. Mary led us directly onto the Logan Pass. It
has been many years since I drove this beautiful route and
2 things have changed significantly: the traffic has
grown exponentially and it now costs $25 for the
privilege. However, the increase in traffic means that one
drives a whole lot slower than before, and therefore one
can take in the views. Fortunately the money goes to
keeping the route as pristine as possible. We saw first
hand how the income from the gate goes into general
upkeep as there were crews in the second half of the route
making repairs after a winter avalanche had taken out a
lot of the vegetation and sections of the road. But, this is
a drive that I highly recommend; it is simply stunning!

This was the best way to kick-start our little road trip.
Less than an hour south of Whitefish is Flathead Lake
which boasts (boasted) 3 breweries around its perimeter.
We intended to drive down the east side of the lake on
this leg of the journey and return via the west side', we
never achieved the second part of this idea.
FLATHEAD BREWERY,just south of Bigfork, had
been recommended as a suitable visit; however, we
learned from a couple of locals that there had recently

been a bit of a family dispute and that the brewery was
currently not operating; no-one seemed to know if, or
when, it might return to operation - bummer, eh.
So, on to Polson, at the south end of the lake, and the
GLACIER BREWING COMPANY. We were now
deep into rural America and experienced first hand their
night life, or lack thereof. We arrived at the brew pub at
8:20pm, fully 20 minutes after they had closed! But,
despite the fact that the door was open and that they
were physically counting the day's take on the bar for all
to see, they were gracious enough to let us buy some
off-sales: mixed 6 packs for sampling at our motel with
mixed reception:
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Brew pubs come in many guises: big, small, cozy,
urbane, upscale, downscale, like something out of
Architectural Digest, or, as in this case, a combination of
book store, diner, and bar. At first glance it seemed a
little incongruous; however, this combination worked
very well. There was a distinctly homely feel to the
place, and, while we were there simply to taste beer,
there were a couple of local ladies just enjoying a cup of
tea over a chin wag. Wonderful!
We ordered our first pints and asked the barmaid some
searching questions which seemed to alert the invisible
brewmaster that we needed some answers. Mike

PORT POLSON PILSNER
Nothing special here; likely brewed for mass appeal, and
not a challenging Pilsner at all
GOLDEN GRIZZLY ALE
A lovely, slightly hoppy, dry, lightly coloured thirst
quencher that has plenty of promise; it needs a little
work to be great
SLURRY BOMBER STOUT
Molasses at work in abundance here; BEWARE!!
GLACIER SELECT
The best of the bunch by quite some distance. If you
want more details, ask Johnnie.

McQuary appeared out of thin air and disproved my
notion that all brewmasters are curmudgeonly old
bastards; he was unassuming, extremely polite and
welcoming, and understated. When we asked him about
the IBUs of the beers he simply replied "I don't know; I
just brew the stuff!" We had a great visit with Mike.
Scottish Ale:
JOHNNY MAC RED
Named after an ancestor of the brewmaster. Pacific
Northwest white malted wheat with chocolate malt,
which gave it a rather peaty aroma and taste. A

While the beers and the decor of the motel room left a
measure to be desired, the view from the motel window,
of the Flathead Lake, more than made up for any
shortcomings.

beautifully balanced beer that, of course, our own

Wednesday morning and we were on the road again,
through miles and miles of road works; progress was
slow. Our next stop was at Dayton, Washington to visit
the SKYE BOOK & BREW Pub. Johnnie had learned
that they were serving a JOHNNY MAC RED ALE, so
we simply had to try it.

hoppy IPA (hops are added at 4 steps in the brewing

Johnnie enjoyed a lot. Approximately 6.8% ABV

JOHNSON HOLLOW IPA
Named after an area northeast of Dayton. A wonderful,
process) and the result is absolutely delicious.

TUCANNON HONEY WHEAT
Madsen winter wheat (grown in Columbia County) with
Yellow Thistle honey. 5.8% ABV

CLASS OF '69 SUMMER ALE
A light and summery beer brewed for mass
consumption.
It was eventually time to head for Walla Walla for the

night and the MILL CREEK BREW PUB. This is one
of those brew pubs that I very often forget; it is middle
of the road without any kind of statement about itself.
The beers are OK, in fact the IPA is somewhat more
than OK, but there is little ambience beyond the beers.
Yet despite this concern, admittedly on my part only, we
1to r: RM, the Scottish Piper wood carving, Johnnie,
Mike McQuary (Skye Book & Brew pub).

stopped here on the return journey.

Thursday we headed toward Portland along Rout€ 14 on

Tuesday, we headed north to Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, and

the north side of the Columbia River as the road less

little did we know what pleasures were in store for us over

traveled; it is not an Interstate freeway and as such was

the next few hours. At the COEUR D'ALENE

quite pleasant to drive. I will not get into t .e fact that we

BREWING COMPANY we enjoyed some fine samples,

visited Stonehenge along the way because that is not really

with somewhat cheeky bar service from Jesi, and a brewery

a beer story; but it does exist. However, thanks to meeting

tour with the brewrvas er Laurie, who had moved into

Roland, a Safeway truck: driver, at MILL CREEK, we

brewing from a chemical engineering background; good

found our way to EVERYBODY'S BREW PUB in White

move Laurie. 9 regular beers were available with 2

Salmon. Now this is a place with a statement: we LOVE

seasonals; one of which was aptly named "Brewers whim".

J

.

wood! The attention to wooden details is wonderful:
beautifully built/crafted hanging kayak, light switch

LAKESIDE BRITISH ALE

surrounds, the beer pump housing, the bar, and much more.

A nut brown sessional beer with a wonderful balance

Of the 16 beers on tap only 2 are their own; the rest are

between hops and malt in a mahogany hue. A good British

from other local micro breweries. Nothing of particular

style beer.

note here, but well worth the try. The raison d'etre of this
pub is the local windsurfing conditions on the Columbia

ROCKFORD BAY IPA I
This is "Made for hopneads, and you know who you are!"

River; I can envisage all those Speedos and other body

Absolutely.

hugging things hanging out here and enj oying the

HUCKLEBERRY ALE
A local style of beer that seems to pervade the geographic

~

somewhat bland tap offerings.

brewing area. Not to my liking, out it was a good fruit beer.
We reached Portland Thursday aftemoon in time to scout

Plus 6 others.

out the inner city area and a couple of its pubs. See Part 3
for details.

But once again we pushed on, this time to Sandpoint,
Idaho, fo the final night south of our border. MICK

COMING BACK

DUFF'S had been recommended while we were in Goeur
D'Alene, and we wanted to visit the LAUGHING DOG

Monday, and the decision to leave Portland was not an easy

BREWING company because they had a beer at the OBF

one because we all had such a good time and the city itself

(Alphadog Dog @ 127 IBUs !! i). So, we rolled into town

is marvelous; however, two of these traveling companions

and bellied up to Mick Duffs bar for a thirst quencher.

needed to get back to work. So, off we trundled, eastwards

Sadly I did not take any notes about their beers; suffice it to

to Lewiston, Idaho. Once again, rural America was dead,

say that they must have been OK otherwise I would have

early; but, we found a somewhat seedy basement bar that

made a specific note. While there, we learned that they

served Fat Tire on tap, so all was not lost, until the local

were hosting a trivia contest later that evening; what better

lasses decided to up the decibel level in conjunction with

enticement to return.

their drunkenness. Why do some people embarrass
themselves this way?

j
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NE'WMALT
CHALLENGE
Canada Malting approached club president Dave
Neilly recently with an idea. They have developed a new
pale malt and would be interested in providing some to
club all-grain homebrewers in order to see how well this
malt performs at home in their mash tuns. Dave decided
we should take this one step further, and so the Canada
The LAUGHING DOG BREWING company occupies a
stand alone metal building in the northern industrial area of
Sandpoint and has its own tap room, which was tended by
the brewmaster, whose name we were not privy to, and
Britney the bubbly barmaid. And it was here that we were
introduced to a completely new beer: the CSB. It was
named after the habit of Ben, the "Laughing Dog", who
greets all new customers in a particular manner. One such
new customer, suitably surprised by the antic, was heard to
yell out "You Crotch Sniffing Bastard" and the name stuck.

Malting Challenge was born.
Here's the deal:
Every brewer who signs up gets the same kit;
1) 10 lbs of pale malt and some crystal malt
2) 3 oz of Hops
3) A basic recipe developed by Don Moore of Canada
Malting.
Brewers will take these ingredients home and
produce the Pale Ale described in the recipe. The one
variable in this challenge will be the yeast.

A handful of locals were also enjoying the beers, even if one

Each brewer gets to choose their own yeast.

of them was a bit of a pain in the butt; but his dogs were

And, of course, mashing methods may differ, and hop

wonderful companions. Good beer, great ambience, and

usage may vary.

definitely worth a return visit.

All participants must submit at least! liter for
tasting, judging and sharing with members at our

Then we headed back t@ Mick Duffs for an evening of

December 2nd meeting.

trivia. We arrived shortly after the second round had already

Ingredients will be available at our October meeting. Sign

concluded; but undeterred, we joined Dave who was a one

up on our website www.yeastwranglers.ca

man team named the Chipmunks. Dave had not been
particularly successful in the first two rounds: 1 point out of
a possible 10. So we took up the challenge and managed to
haul ourselves out of last place in the final round of
questions, much to the obvious chagrin of the team that did
end up last.
This was a suitable high note upon which to end our trip and
get back to Calgary. But consider this: we drove this
wonderful journey while Don and Michele lise flew to
Portland; they missed all the fun of a road trip and we tasted
beers that they will never taste.

Roger Marler.

It's ~rri~t, sir. App~r~ntry, th~ b~~r h~r~ is
w~ strem~~r th~n em his h(')PJ~ pr~n~t.
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Our second annual Wild Rose Wort
Challenge started on June 17, 2009,

when 24 club members gathered, clean
carboys in hand, to take home up to 20
liters of Wild Rose wort directly from
the brewer's kettle. What they did with
this wort afterwards is what this
competition is all about. There was
some spoilage

(and other unidentified

concerns) but 16 entries made it back
to the judging table on August 24th.
The grain bill was mostly 2-Row
pale malt, with 10% wheat malt. Light
in colour and lightly hopped, this wort
left the door open for brewer's at home
to add,

subtract and modify their brew

Brian Read and Don Tse, representing the

club, sat down and tasted all 16
entries, picking their favourites In two
categories: Most Commercially Viable
Beer and Most Creative Brew.
Trevor Newton, Brad Smith and Rod
Flavell were the pouring agents helping

In any way they wished. Some simply

Head Steward and Competition Organizer

pitched a specialty yeast, others

Michael Nazarec prepare and deliver the

reboiled the wort adding more malt,

brews to the judges table.

more hops, more colour, etc. Many
different styles were produced and, all
in all, the results were varied In
style, but all outstanding.
On August 24th, our four stewards
and four judges gathered at the Wild
Rose Taproom to sample,

judge and score

all of the entries.
Mike Tymchuk and Tina Wolfe,

At our September 2nd meeting, after

representing the brewery; plus our own

tasting the entries, our members voted
for the Fan Favourite.

These are

1

thei r e s u l t s .

•

•

Most Commercially Viable Beer

Most Creative Brew

Winner:
Kolin Krokis - pfirsich Kolsch

Winner:
Joey Edmison - Strawberry Lambic

Commercially Viable
Runner Up:
Matt Lowe
Principal's Saison I I

Fan Favourite
Winner:
Dennis Ward - Dennis's Ale

Most Creative
Runner Up:
Ken t Donaldson

Most Creative
Honourable Mention:
Gerry Richardson

Fireweed Wheat

Wit Beer

The Judging Process:

16 beers made to the judging stage.
They were randomly divided into two
groups. Each table of two judges
sampled and scored 8 entries
together, and then picked 4 entries
to advance to Round 2. In Round 2,
all four judges together determined
the Winner & Runners up in the Most
Commercial and Most Creative

categories. The Fan Favourite award
was voted on by members present at
our September 2nd meeting.

Northern Ontario Where beer goes to die
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by Jamie Burla
Welcome back travelers. If you remember, our last
bit of road trip took us through what Southern
Ontarians call 'the north', but really we were never
more than an hour north of Toronto. Well, now we
hit actual Northern Ontario. I have quite a soft spot
for the region of endless road, as I am from there,
Thunder Bay to be exact.
If any of you have ever driven across country like we
did, then surely you were exposed to giant Lake
Gitchegoumee (Lake Superior) and the beautiful
scenery of trees and rock. You cannot drive Northern
Ontario without seeing moose, geese, wolve n t e
occasional beaver; it doesn't get more Canadian than
that. You will for sure see these creatures, because
you are forced to drive this area for at least two full
days. Driving through Northern Ontario means
driving through Sudbury, then a few hours later
hitting Sault Ste. Marie, then seven hours later,
Thunder Bay, another six hours to Kenora and finally
a couple of hours later you hit Manitoba. Don't get
out of the car yet, you still have a few hours before
you get to Winnipeg.

a

a

All this vast area to travel through wil
finitelY'
make one thirsty for some local brew. But with
stretches of hours before a gas station, let alone a
microbrewery, this is lofty task. Now people up in
this area of the bush love their beer. They just
haven't embraced the beers outside the big two or
three. Part of the problem is that Ontario sells most
of the provinces e~ij _ales through what is creatively
called "The Beer Sto e". I've mentioned this before,
but to jog your memory, The Beer Store has almost
exclusive rights to beer sales in the province and is
conveniently owned, almost 50/50 by Molson/Coors
and Labatt (InBev). Sleeman's (Sapporo) mas a s all
percentage as well, so when you walk into one of
these havens, you see a lot of the products from
these companies.
Now take into account this; as well as the shipping
distance from Southern Ontario, and you soon realize
why only bigger companies can afford to even ship
their brews to this vast area. Thunder

Bay's stores advertise their top 5 sellers and all are
from t e big two (one is Crystal- Labatt, I believe,
and I bet none of you remember when this was even
sold, but it's still 'popular there).
I

Now, over the years, individuals who love beer with
flavour have tried to make a go of it in the area. They
tried to keep things local. For a long time in the 60's,
70's and 80's, very small places had some local beers.
Most notably was Northern Breweries. Northern at
one point in its life bought up the smaller breweries
in Thunder Bay, the Sault and Sudbury and produced
its beers in each of these cities and transported them
throughout the north.
r
. .;,.
Great endeavour, but slowly it was force"d to close
Thunder Bay's, then Sudbury's and most recently,
only produced beer in Sault Ste. Marie, that shipped
only to Sudbury. In the last couple of years that has
closed entirely, but was almost revived at the time of
our trip. So much so that when we spoke to the
owner he was promoting their new Maple Lager set
for launch later that fall and he invited us to his
house for a private tasting. Sorry to say, though, the
company has yet to find a new backer.

So we continued to enjoy the moose, trees and
beautiful lakes, thirsty as we were. Really, with so
much time in the car, we shouldn't have been
drinking beer anyway. Finally we arrived in Thunder
Bay. We hunkered down with Ma and Pa Burla and
visited everything from my childhood. Thanks dad .

One thing about my dad, though, even if you don't
roll in until 2 in the morning, he'll have cold beer
waiting for you. This time he had a treat. A new
microbrewery recently opened in Thunder Bay
called Great White North. They only produced one
beer, Port Arthur Pale Ale (named after an old area
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of town where the brewery wasL but there was
already talk of a second line coming soon.

Port Arthur Pale is a cool, refreshing drinkable Pale
Ale with a slight hoppy citrus after taste. It was
great to have a local micro after so long going
without. The next day we visited the brewery and
were welcomed to a small establishment with two
mash tons and a fridge full of Pale Ale to share.
Sorry to say that earlier this year, Great White North
had to close its doors for lack of sales. To everyone
in the city's dismay as it was "a good local business
with a good product". When it's asked why these
small businesses don't make it I think one needs to
look in the mirror and ask: "Did I support it?"
Next issue - Manitoba, on the upswing?

by Jamie Burla

One day a few weeks ago, the
Canada Malting boys brought a few
cans of this stuff to the Taproom.
My oh my, what an amazing brew. If
you like descriptors like 'cat pee,
grapefruit and pine' when talking
about hoppy beer, then you would
love this super hoppy, but well
balanced and very enjoyable brew.
The Surly Brewing Company of
Brooklyn Center, Minnesota makes a
number of products, FURIOUS being
their big IPA sold in cans and kegs
only, clocking in at 6.2 % ABV and
99 IBUs. Beer geeks and hop heads
unite!
MN

6/18/2009

Opening Balance

1143.94

6/18/2009 Wort Challenge Collection

+460.00

1603.94

6/18/2009 WR Brewery (for Wort) #55

-460.00

1143.94

6/22/2009 Brian Read (for BBQ) #56

-12.63

1131. 49

6/27/2009 Michael Nazarec (Medals) #57

-44.63

1086.86

6/27/2009

Glass Sales

6/27/2009

Party Guests

7/8/2009

Brian Read (July Beer)

7/8/2009

Clare Stanfield

+40.00
+20.00

1146.86

-68.04
-54.86

1126.86

1078.82

1023.96

(food for June BBQ + July Meeting)
7/16/2009 Michael Nazarec

-339.02

684.94

(BBQ food & Trophies)
7/16/2009

9 New Members, 1 Family,

+180.00

864.94

-22.32

842.62

2 Drop-in
7/16/2009

Hans Yodzis (Ice for BBQ)

7/16/2009 Davis Henderson

-42.96

799.66

-164.00

635.66

(Cheques for account)
7/16/2009 Neil Bamford (Food for BBQ)
8/4/2009

GCBF (Beer Fest tickets)

-465.00

170.66

8/14/2009

3 T-shirts

+75.00

245.66

8/14/2009

Ticket Sales

+300.00

545.66,9

by CTYW Treasurer Neil Bamford
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- Preheat smoker or barbeque to 200 F
(100 C). Add wood chips directly to
smoker or in an aluminum foil bowl on
the side of the barbeque without flame.

Porter-braised
pulled pork

- Rub pork allover with Barbeque
Spice. Place pork in smoker or on the
side of the barbeque grill without
flame, fat side up over a drip tray.
Smoke for 6 - 6 1/2 hours

Recipe taken from Beerbistro, by
Stephen Beaumont & Brian Morin

- Preheat oven to 225 F (110 C)
- Remove pork from the smoker or grill
and transfer to a roasting pan, add 2
1/2 cups beer, cover and place in oven
for 4 - 6 hours or until meat pulls

Sure you could say this is a big recipe
and takes a while to finish, but that

apart easily with a fork.
- Remove pork from pan and shred with a
fork so that it resembles strings,

would be to ignore the fact that it is so

removing any connective tissue or

versatile, being great on it's own, in a

bones.

sandwich, or as a topping for everything

- Place pork In a large, heavy-bottomed

from pizza to pasta, and freezing

saucepan and add barbeque sauce, malt

extremely well. In fact, once you make

vinegar and remaining beer. Simmer

this tender, moist, tasty pork for the

until liquid is mostly evaporated and

first time, we're betting you'll want to

the meat is moist but not sloppy.

make it a regular habit.

- Use immediately or store, well
wrapped, in the refrigerator for up to

Ingredients

8 days, or freeze for up to 3 months.

1 pork shoulder (2-3 Ibs/1-1.4 kg)
1/4 cup (60 ml) Barbeque Spice Rub
3 cups (750 ml) porter, divided
2 cups (500 ml) barbeque sauce
1/2 cup (125 ml) malt vinegar

Special Equipment

See the

Smoker or barbeque
Wood chips, preferably apple or other
fruit wood

Beerbistro
Cookbook
review on page

Serves 8 as main course
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Czech Republic and Britain were hit with blight as well as
storms that affected the yields, says James Altwies, a hops
farmer and educator in Wisconsin. The crisis went global.
While the large beer companies had contracts with farmers
that guaranteed their supply, microbrewers were hit hard, Mr.
Altwies says. Not only was the ingredient in short supply, but
the varieties the small companies relied on to create their
individual flavours were simply not available. He likens
cultivating hops to raising grapes in a vineyard. Similar to the
grape, the flower captures the local terroir, reflecting the
climate, soil and geography of where it was grown.
"When there is a shortage, those varieties aren't to be had and
brewers are faced with not being able to brew the beer they
want," he says.
A global shortage has spurred a new generation offarmers to
grow beer's key ingredient, Sarah Elton writes - and help
microbrewers's along the way

After a global hops shortage left microbrewers scrambling,
brewmaster Matt Phillips had to get creative. Instead of
calling a hops dealer to secure one of the crucial ingredients
he needs to make his beers, he hooked up with a local farmer,
lent him $5,000 to start farming the plant last spring, and sat
back to wait for the first crop.
"The only redeeming quality of the hops shortage is that the
price became high and made it viable so that small-scale
farmers could get into hops production," says Mr. Phillips,
owner of Phillips Brewing Co. in Victoria.
Call it the upside of the global hops shortage that has plagued
the beer industry over the past few years. Today, in Canada, a
hops revival is under way, with a new generation of farmers
nurturing a crop that was almost forgotten in this country. In
tum, they are fostering a microbrewery industry that is
looking to a local source for the flower used to flavour beer.
Hops used to be grown wherever beer was brewed in this
country. Until the early 1990s, there were hundreds of acres
planted in British Columbia, Quebec and Ontario. But these
farms closed after a combination of forces hurt the industry.
Pests and disease had ravaged the established hop yards and
U.S. agricultural subsidies kept prices below the cost of
production.
Plus corporate concentration in the brewing industry left
farmers with little leverage to ask for more money.
At the same time, major hops-growing countries such as the

Fortunately, interest in the plant picked up within a new
segment of younger, small-scale farmers. There are now
farms harvesting the hops in British Columbia, Nova Scotia
and Ontario. In Quebec, Michael Parent of Sherbrooke-based
microbrewery Boquebiere expects to be able to buy hops
from local farms within a few years.
The Canadian guru of this hops farming revival is Rebecca
Kneen in Sorrento, B.C. She was one of the first in the
country to start farming hops again after their disappearance
when she planted her vines nine years ago for her partner's
beer-making.
"They are pretty cool plants. I sort of fell in love with them"
Ms. Kneen says. "They are amazingly fast growers. They die
back to the ground every year but grow up to one foot a day
in May and June."
When she started, she had no one to tum to for advice on
cultivation, so she looked online and trolled for second-hand
books published in the twenties and thirties that explained
how to grow hops the old-fashioned way. Others have
followed her example.
"A lot of people are brand new to farming. And there are
people who are taking over family farms who are looking to
change the paradigm they are farming in," Ms. Kneen says.
But rather than follow the example of the large farms that
faltered only a decade or so before, the new generation is
approaching the crop differently. Ms. Kneen, for one, farms
organically and combines hops with other crops and livestock
production on her mixed farm. Her partner runs an on-farm
microbrewery, Crannog Ales, that uses the hops she grows.
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Hops continued ..

New Pub to Check Out!

Joshua Herbin is a 24-year-old hops farmer who, before visiting
Ms. Kneen's farm for research, had never seen a hops plant that
he hadn't grown himself. He started an organic hop yard on his
farm outside Wolfville, N.S., where he planted five vines in
2006.
Today he tends to more than 70, and last year he sold his first
harvest to a Moncton microbrewery that wanted to try making a
"wet" ale using fresh hops, rather than the dried pellet hops
most brewers buy from dealers.
It's not surprising, in this age of 100-mile diets, says Stephen
Beaumont, a beer expert in Toronto who has written several

Stumbling upon a decent pub with a good variety of
beers is not the easiest thing to do in Calgary. Especially in this

books on the topic. "It's quite natural that anyone who is an

day and age where the big distributors offer 'packages' to pub

artisan would want to have local ingredients. It's part of the

owners of only their most popular brands, leaving little room for

ethos of being an artisan."

the local producer. It's as if the 'tied house' system has returned no guest taps, no variety past the major market Duff-like brews

Last year, Mr. Herbin won an innovation award from the Nova
Scotia government. But despite his success, he relies on outside
work, milking cows on a nearby dairy farm and growing
vegetables to sell at the farmers' market to pay the bills.
Hops is a financially demanding crop that costs about $10,000
an acre to set up. Farmers require irrigation equipment, and
since the flower is customarily sold in pellet form after
harvesting they need processing equipment.

found everywhere.
Lucky us then, Dave and I, having happened to meet a
nice gentleman named Vern on a golf course one Sunday
afternoon. He heard us talking about beer and after a very pleasant
round, he invited us up to his local, in the newish neighborhood of
Wentworth in the South West - on 85th Street between Bow Trail

and the Old Banff Coach Road. It was there that we discovered the
Fergus and Bix Restaurant and Beer Market.

Their centre island bar offers up to 17 micro-brewed

It was these high set-up costs that prompted Mr. Phillips to lend
cash to the farmer on Vancouver Island. Now his investment is
about to come due. The loan will be repaid in hops.

beers on tap, including Alley Kat Full Moon, Shaftesbury
Coastal Cream Ale, Tree Amber, Fernie Pale Ale and Brew
Bros. Black Pilsner to name a few, as well as several Wild Rose

products and their house beer Springbank Amber Ale (also a WR
"This is the year we're hoping to have some serious hops to play

beer, the Red Wheat). The menu looks good too, though we only

with," he says. "Good hops - it's imperative. To have something

snacked that day.

with local flavour and have a connection with a farmer - it's

Check out the Fergus and Bix Restaurant and Beer Market

kind of like icing on the cake."

located at 2000,873 - 85th Street SW, Calgary.

Tel: (403)457-3344

Reprinted from The Globe and Mail

http://fergusandbix.com

Joshua Herbin started
with five hops plants in
2006 and today tends to
more than 70. He sold his
first harvest last year to a
Moncton microbrewery.

Photos by

Paul Darrow
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Dogfish Head hits the shelves of Calgary! !!
Sam Calagione's famous beers arrive in abundance at Willow Park. From light and refreshing to deep, dark and
delicious - these brews are in a class of their own.

Festina Peche (4.5%)

90 minute IPA (9%)

Looking for a nice fresh Berliner Weisse for

Already famous, and now, not so hard to get.

the long, hot summer? Well, outside of

This is a big hoppy beer from a brewer who

Germany, this is just about your only bet.

knows about big hoppy beers. A double IFA

Light, refreshing and sporting an aroma that

really, with a smooth, growing bitterness that first

hints big at peaches, this is a lovely summer

appears in the nose, then excites the palate and

brew, with an eager effervescence, a

dries the finish out stupendously in the end.

sparkling white head and a back end that

They add hops continually for 90 minutes while

features a wonderfully round, mouth

this beer is in the kettle, but underpinning it all is

puckering sourness, balanced against the

a good solid base of malt. This is a beautifully

sweetness of the fruit. Thirst quenching and

well balanced beer, artful and correct in the

wonderful with any kind ofbar-b-q, get some

assumption that many of us love our hops!

while the weather is still warm.

World Wide Stout (18%)
YES! This is the beer you've heard so much
about, perhaps the strongest dark beer in the
world. With a rich, roasted malt character,
bitter chocolate and coffee notes, hints of
licorice and plums - this is a big complex
brew. The aroma is strong, oily and smoky
with firm overtones of molasses and perhaps
some caramel, pours deep and dark.
World Wide Stout has more in common with
a fine port or an aged barley wine. The label
notes it was"Brewed with a ridiculous amount
of barley". Indeed.
Share one with a friend over dessert.

Midas Touch (9%)
Ambrosia of the gods! Made from the actual
oldest-known recipe, this fermented beverage
uses the original ingredients from 2700 year old
drinking vessels discovered in the tomb of King
Midas. It is wonderfully smooth and slightly
sweet, yet with a long, pleasantly dry finish.
Made with honey and white muscat grapes, this
beer also features hints of saffron, papaya, melon
and biscuit malt. It presents a certain amber/ruby
shimmeriness of colour, a big bouquet of aroma
and a lovely silkiness on the palate, very well
balanced, complex, mysterious.

fezz
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COOKBOOK
Stephen Beaumont and Brian Morin have a good
thing going. Just check out the incredible Beerbistro on
King Street East, just off Yonge Street on the edge of
downtown Toronto's Financial District. They have a patio
that never sees the sun, as it is surrounded by so many
skyscapers. But inside, another world awaits.
Inside, you step into a wonderful world of beer,
beer cuisine and beer appreciation. Is it a restaurant that
offers amazing beer or a bar with amazing food? It's both
and more. And now you can get the book.

There are recipes for salad dressings made with white
beer, porter pancakes, ale and lager soups, blonde ale pakoras,
honey brown chicken wings, gueuze sour cream, Belgian
spiced wild boar sausage, beer cured bacon, kriek braised
rabbit and stout beerscream to name a few of the gems to be
found in these pages. There's an entire section on mussels; how
to steam or bake them, in what beers with what ingredients. Of
course, it is immediately followed by a section on Belgian style
'Frites'! There is also a great chart on pairing cheese and beer
characteristics. And there is so much more.
These guys have done their homework, their field
work and the hardest work of all- making it work!
Beerbistro opened in 2003 and is still going strong. They have

Brian Morin sets the tone as you open this
setting up Beerbistro; cooking with beer, marinating,

many Ontario crafts beers on tap, sometimes they have special
cask-conditioned ales too, as well as some lovely international
selections and the best beer cellar for bottled varieties in the

baking, churning, curing, smoking, grilling, steaming and, of

city.

course, pairing food with beer. Stephen Beaumont then

This book is presented in an elegant and understated
style that represents the restaurant, it's owners and their
philosophies very well.

cookbook for beer cuisine. He talks about his philosophy in

gives a crash course on what beer is, it's components, how to
combine them creatively into beer styles, what those styles
are and what they should taste like. He tells you how to pour

PI-IE BEAUMO
N BRIAN MORIN

beer properly, at what temperature and into what kind of
glass. All good things to know before you plan your next
Beer Tasting Party. Yes, thats' in here to! How to ... They are
very thorough.
The best part though, is the recipe section and if

There are many wonderful photos and the recipes are detailed.

you've ever been to the Beerbistro itself, there are some

I look forward to trying out the porter-braised pulled pork.

great favourites listed here, recipes no longer secret.

YUill.

Michael Nazarec
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WILD ROSE BREWERY
Brian Read has

Olde Enamel

been given an

Remover, an 8.5

Honourary Life

% very bitter and

Time

very chewy

Membership in

'Hopjensqueez-in

the CowTown

gsbier'

Yeast

developed by

WRanglers and

Wild Rose Head

will also receive

Brewer

a

Dave Neilly

full case of

www.yeastwranglers.ca
Please support our Sponsors:

